Recent advances in tester technology have led to automatic test equipment (ATE) that can operate at up to gigahertz speeds. However, system-on-chip (SOC) scan chains are typically run at lower frequencies, e.g., 10-50 MHz. The use of high-speed ATE channels to drive slower scan chains leads to an underutilization of resources, thereby resulting in an increase in SOC testing time. We present a new test planning technique to reduce the testing time and test cost by matching high-speed ATE channels to slower scan chains using the concept of virtual test access architectures. We also present a new test access mechanism (TAM) optimization framework based on Lagrange multipliers and analyze the impact of virtual TAMs on the overall SOC test power consumption for one of the ITC'02 benchmarks. Experimental results for TAM optimization based on Lagrange multipliers and virtual TAMs are presented for three industrial circuits from the set of ITC'02 SOC test benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE widespread use of embedded cores in system-on-chip (SOC) design has led to higher chip densities and shorter design cycle times. However, the growing demand for automatic test equipment (ATE) resources during manufacturing test of SOCs has led to a sharp increase in test cost [28] . Test cost for large SOCs can be viewed as consisting of: 1) Explicit test cost (Cost of investing in a new ATE, also known as Capital Expenditure): Complex cores often require expensive ATE resources such as high-frequency channels, high pin counts, large memory depths as well as special features for analog and RF cores [21] . As a result, older-generation ATE are often inadequate and large investments in new ATE must be made. 2) Implicit test cost: Large SOCs require long test sequences to guarantee high levels of fault coverage for embedded cores. This has led to an increase in testing time during which the SOC sits on an expensive ATE, thereby preventing other SOCs from being tested. This in turn leads to increased time-to-market and decreased profitability.
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A. Sehgal and K. Chakrabarty As a result of rising costs, test is increasingly being viewed as a major bottleneck in SOC design and manufacturing; it is therefore important to reduce both explicit and implicit test cost through SOC test planning.
The reduction of explicit test cost requires that an existing amortized-cost ATE be used instead of investing in a new, expensive ATE. Methods proposed to match SOC test requirements to current ATE capabilities include test data compression [15] , response compaction [23] , [25] , and reduced pin-count test [29] . All these methods seek to ensure that the SOC test can be handled by the existing ATE. However, current growth trends in SOC functionality and test requirements predict that future investment in newer and expensive ATE is inevitable [10] .
On the other hand, reduction of implicit test cost requires that once a new, expensive ATE has been purchased, its resources must be utilized as efficiently as possible. If an investment in an expensive ATE has already been made, e.g, for at-speed functional test or high-speed I/O test, it is more cost effective to reduce the implicit cost by utilizing the available resources, compared to using older generation ATEs that yield higher SOC test times. This mandates that SOC testing times must be minimized such that several SOCs can use the ATE in a short time, and that the high-frequency data channels and pin-count resources of the ATE are properly utilized by each SOC.
Modular testing of SOCs is being increasingly used to simplify test access, ease test application, and reduce testing time [30] . To facilitate modular test, an embedded core must be isolated from surrounding logic, and test access must be provided from the I/O pins of the SOC. Test wrappers are used to isolate the core, while a test access architecture, also referred to as a test access mechanism (TAM) is used to transport test patterns from a pattern source to a core-under-test, and test responses from a core-under-test to a response sink. A number of test access architectures have been proposed in the literature [30] . Test wrapper design and TAM optimization are important during system integration because they directly impact hardware overhead, testing time and tester data volume on the ATE. Fig. 1 illustrates SOC test access based on wrappers and TAMs.
Methods to increase the efficiency of ATE use include test scheduling, TAM optimization, and multi-site test. Test scheduling seeks to obtain an effective ordering of tests applied to the SOC to minimize testing time [4] , [13] . TAM optimization is performed to improve test access to embedded cores in a modular test environment [6] , [7] , [11] , [17] , [18] , [24] . Finally, multisite test seeks to test several copies of the SOC simultaneously on the ATE, thus, reducing testing time across an entire production batch [28] . While these test planning methods increase the efficiency of ATE-use, they assume that the ATE always operates at core scan clock frequencies. Scan chains are typically run at frequencies lower than 50 MHz to reduce power consumption and avoid time-consuming high-frequency scan design [26] . However, recent advancements in tester design have led to ATEs that can operate at up to several hundred megahertz [16] . The use of such high-frequency ATE channels at low scan clock frequencies severely under-utilizes ATE capability, resulting in an increase in testing time and time-to-market, thereby directly impacting implicit test cost.
The primary contribution of this paper lies in a new technique to reduce implicit test cost by matching ATE channel frequencies to core scan clock frequencies using virtual TAMs. A virtual TAM is an on-chip test data transport mechanism that does not directly correspond to a particular ATE channel. The number of virtual TAM wires is greater than the number of ATE channels; this is in contrast to conventional TAM wires that have a one-to-one correspondence with ATE channels. Virtual TAMs operate at scan chain frequencies; however, they interface with the higher-frequency ATE channels using bandwidth matching. Moreover, since the virtual TAM width is not limited by the ATE pin count, a larger number of TAM wires can be used on the SOC. This significantly increases the utilization of ATE capabilities and provides the SOC with a larger amount of test data in a shorter testing time. We study the impact of using virtual TAMs on SOC power consumption and present results for one of the ITC'02 benchmarks [22] .
A secondary contribution of this paper lies in a new method for TAM optimization that leads to the efficient transport of test data from ATE channels to core I/Os. The new method based on Lagrange multipliers [19] exploits the monotonically nonincreasing function of core testing time with TAM width to effectively partition the set of virtual TAM wires into Test Buses that can be used to access embedded cores.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review various TAM optimization techniques. In Section III, we introduce the concept of virtual TAMs and derive a lower bound on the SOC testing time. In Section IV, we discuss the selection criteria for ATE parameters that impact the SOC test time. In Section V, we discuss the use of Lagrange multipliers for TAM width partitioning. In Section VI, we present the new TAM optimization flow using a combination of Lagrange multipliers for TAM width partitioning and a heuristic method for core assignment to TAMs. In Section VII, we present experimental results for benchmark SOCs demonstrating the applica- bility of our methods. In Section VIII, we examine the impact of virtual TAMs on SOC test power consumption. A larger number of TAM partitions, due to the use of virtual TAMs, can lead to greater test parallelism and higher test power. Hence, the reduction in testing time must be carefully balanced with the increase in test power. Section IX concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF TAM OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
Driven by the need to reduce test cost, researchers have presented a number of TAM optimization techniques in the literature. Dedicated and scalable TAMs such as Test Bus [27] and TestRail [20] architectures appear to be the most common. Fig. 2 illustrates the various TAM architectures.
In the Test Bus architecture shown in Fig. 2(a) , only one core can be accessed at a time on each Test Bus [27] . As a result, cores connected to the same Test Bus can only be tested sequentially. This architecture allows for multiple Test Buses on an SOC that can operate independently. In the TestRail architecture [20] shown in Fig. 2(b) , scan-testable cores connected to the same TestRail can be tested simultaneously as well as sequentially. A TestRail architecture allows for multiple TestRails on an SOC, which operate independently.
In most TAM architectures, the cores assigned to a TAM partition are connected to all the wires of that TAM partition. These designs are referred to as fixed-width TAMs. A generalization of this design is one in which the cores assigned to a TAM partition connect to (possibly different) subsets of the TAM wires [13] . The core/TAM connections are made at the granularity of TAM wires, instead of considering the entire TAM bundle as one inseparable entity. These access mechanisms are called flexible-width TAMs. Fig. 2 (c) shows an example of a flexible-width Test Bus architecture.
In this paper, we focus on a Test Bus architecture in which the embedded cores have fixed-length scan chains. The TAM optimization problem is known to be -hard [3] ; hence, heuristic techniques are needed in practice. In this section, we review several TAM optimization methods that have been proposed recently and that are used as a basis for comparison in this paper.
In [11] , the authors optimized a Test Bus architecture using a combination of integer linear programming (ILP) and exhaustive enumeration. Given an SOC with cores, the optimization problem ( ) in [11] is formulated as follows: determine 1) the number of TAM partitions for the SOC; 2) a partition of the total TAM width among the TAMs; 3) an assignment of the cores to TAMs; and 4) a wrapper design for each core, such that SOC testing time is minimized. The problem of wrapper design was solved using the De-sign_wrapper algorithm [11] based on Best Fit Decreasing heuristic. The core assignment problem was solved using an ILP model formulated as follows.
Consider an SOC consisting of cores and TAMs of widths . The time taken to test Core assigned to TAM is denoted by clock cycles. Let be a binary variable, which is defined as follows:
if Core is assigned to TAM otherwise.
The time taken to test all cores on TAM is given by . Since all the TAMs can be used simultaneously for testing, the system testing time equals . The ILP model for core assignment can be formulated as follows.
Objective: minimize testing time , subject to 1) , i.e., is the maximum testing time on any TAM; 2)
, i.e., every core is assigned to exactly one TAM. It was observed in [11] that the ILP model for core assignment can be solved in reasonable time for a small number of TAM partitions. Hence, a brute-force method referred to as the ILP/enumerate approach was used to exhaustively enumerate TAM partitions. A major drawback of this brute-force method is that it does not scale for . The execution time increased exponentially with and thus the algorithm failed to yield efficient results for . The optimization approach of [11] was extended in [12] to include a heuristic method for core assignment. The heuristic approach in [12] uses three steps for TAM optimization. In the first step, a heuristic algorithm called Core_assign is used for assigning cores to TAMs. In the second step, a procedure termed Partition_evaluate is used to enumerate and evaluate a large number of TAM partitions. A solution space pruning technique is used to limit the number of unique partitions evaluated, thereby ensuring feasible execution times for large problem instances. As a final optimization step, the ILP model is used only once to improve the solution. The heuristic core assignment procedure Core_assign from [12] forms a part of the TAM optimization method presented in this paper.
In [13] , the authors presented a method to integrate TAM design and test scheduling using rectangle packing. They introduced the notion of flexible-width Test Buses and used a fork-and-merge Test Bus architecture. In this approach, the embedded cores in an SOC are allowed to be connected to any subset of the top-level TAM wires, thereby improving the utilization of the TAM wires. However, a drawback of this approach is that it can potentially increase the complexity of physical design due to more complicated routing of TAM wires.
Finally, in [6] the authors presented a heuristic algorithm for TestRail optimization, which forms the basis of the TR-Architect tool. This approach is effective for both the TestRail and Test Bus architecture. However, it lacks flexibility in one important aspect-the optimization flow in TR-Architect as presented in [6] does not allow the user to limit the number of TAM partitions. The number of TAM partitions is determined by the various procedures that constitute the optimization flow. In many practical scenarios, it might be necessary to limit the number of TAM partitions in Test Bus architectures due to power consumption constraints.
III. VIRTUAL TAMS
Recent advancements in ATE technology have led to a substantial increase in ATE channel frequencies. In addition, the "test processor-per-pin" architecture, as in the Agilent 93000 tester [1] , allows the ATE to drive channels with different speeds and reach data rates of up to 2.5 Gbps. However, the frequency at which an embedded core can be tested is limited by its scan clock frequency, typically under 50 MHz [16] . For example, [26] reports results on low-power scan testing for an industrial circuit with scan clock frequency of 40 MHz. Scan clock frequencies are kept low to meet SOC power constraints and to avoid the design costs of high-frequency scan. The TAMs designed to transport test data to core scan chains, e.g., in [6] , [7] , and [11] are, therefore, constrained to operate at frequencies far lower than ATE channel capabilities. This reduces the utilization of ATE resources and increases testing time, thereby, increasing the implicit test cost.
The mismatch between ATE capabilities and TAM operating frequencies can be reduced using virtual TAMs based on bandwidth matching [16] . The on-chip TAM wires are of two kinds: 1) low-frequency TAM wires driven by low-frequency ATE pins and 2) low-frequency TAM wires driven by high-frequency ATE pins.
We apply bandwidth matching at the interface between SOCinternal low-frequency TAMs and the set of ATE channels, which may include both high-frequency and low-frequency channels. Bandwidth matching leads to an increase in the number of TAM lines available within the SOC for core testing. The number of ATE channels, including low-frequency and high-frequency channels, used for SOC testing is less than the TAM width present internally for core testing after bandwidth matching is applied. Since the increase in the number of internal TAM lines is not visible at the ATE-SOC interface, we term the resulting internal TAM as the virtual TAM. The virtual TAM can adapt any of the TAM architectures described in Section II for core-internal testing. In this paper, we use a Test Bus TAM architecture.
Virtual TAMs are based on the following relationship between the TAM width and operating frequency of test data transport mechanisms (1) where and are the total ATE channel width and the total SOC TAM width, respectively, and and are the ATE channel and virtual TAM frequencies respectively. If bandwidth matching is not used, equals , and all the low-frequency and high-frequency ATE pins operate at the lower frequency. In order to minimize the the testing time by using the high-frequency ATE pins, yet not violating the scan frequency constraint of the cores, we increase the available TAM width and decrease the frequency of high-speed TAMs by the same factor , such that (1) is satisfied. This is illustrated as follows.
Given an SOC TAM of pins (driven by the ATE), of which pins are driven at the higher frequency and ( ) pins are driven at the lower scan frequency , such that using frequency division and bandwidth matching, the following relationship holds:
(2) Therefore, the total number of pins available to the SOC for core testing, defined as the virtual TAM width, is given by
Thus, every ATE pin operating at the higher frequency gives rise to virtual TAM pins. The virtual TAMs decrease testing time significantly since they provide a larger bandwidth of test data to the embedded cores.
Virtual TAMs are implemented on-chip using serial-in/parallel-out registers at the inputs of the embedded cores and parallel-in/serial-out registers at the outputs of the cores. As seen in Fig. 3 , the low frequency data channels are connected directly to an embedded core and each high-frequency pin is fed through a 1-to-( in this example) serial-in/parallel-out register. Similarly, parallel-in/serial-out registers used at the chip outputs are used to ensure that increased test parallelism is achieved without increasing the number of I/O channels. The increased parallelism reduces the overall SOC testing time. Moreover, since the serial-in/parallel-out interfaces used for implementation are placed next to the cores, only the original TAM wires are routed through the system. Thus, a large number of TAM wires can be obtained with low routing and hardware cost.
IV. SELECTION OF VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS AND
The testing time of an SOC is often dominated by the testing time of bottleneck embedded cores. The testing time for a bottleneck core reaches its minimum value at a particular TAM width , and it does not decrease any further for TAM widths greater than . In such situations, the SOC testing time also does not decrease any further for TAM widths greater than a particular TAM width, and it levels off at a corresponding lower bound value of [3] . The presence of bottleneck cores in an SOC and the resulting lower bound on the testing time greatly influence the choice of and for a virtual TAM architecture. In this section, we discuss how appropriate values of and can be determined.
Let denote the TAM width at which the SOC testing time reaches a lower bound due to a bottleneck core. Table I lists the values of for several ITC'02 benchmark SOCs. For a given value of , values of and that result in a virtual TAM width greater than lead to excess on-chip TAM wires without providing any reduction in testing time. Recall that . To ensure that , the following relationship must hold: which implies that (4) Since is constant, the inequality (4) represents a rectangular hyperbola when is plotted against , and the desired values of and lie in the shaded region below the curve in Fig. 4 . (This generic figure is not specific to an SOC.)
From Fig. 4 , we see that if and are chosen such that the corresponding point in the graph lies below the curve, hence the total virtual TAM width is less than . In this way, the on-chip TAM wires are fully utilized, since every TAM wire contributes to the reduction of the overall test time of the SOC. However, since lies below the curve, it yields a testing time that is greater than the lower bound. On the other hand, if the choice of and are made such that , , and the corresponding point lies exactly on the curve, the testing time of the SOC equals the testing time of the bottleneck core, which is the lower bound on the testing time for the SOC. If is constrained by ATE limitations, the inequality (4) yields the value of that achieves the testing time lower bound. Similarly, if is constrained, can be chosen accordingly. Fig. 5 shows the variation of versus when is limited by for the ITC'02 benchmark SOCs with bottleneck cores. It is seen that for a larger value, the number of feasible values for and decrease. However, by using the relationship between , ,
, and , we can choose a ( ) pair such that the virtual TAM width is efficiently utilized.
A. Lower Bound on Testing Time
We next derive a lower bound on the testing time when TAM wires are derived from ATE channels via bandwidth matching. This lower bound is especially useful for SOCs that do not contain bottleneck cores. In our lower bound and in our test scheduling approach, we do not allow overlap of the scan-out operation for the last test pattern of a core with the scan-in operation for the first test pattern of the next core on the same TAM partition. 1 While this is feasible for a TestRail architecture as in [6] , it is difficult to implement for a Test Bus architecture. Moreover, since the overlap can exist only for one test pattern for every core, the saving in testing time due to the overlap is less than 0.1% on average if the average number of test patterns per core is 1000, and this percentage is even lower for a larger number of patterns.
In order to derive the lower bound using a geometric argument, we use a rectangle representation for the core tests as in [13] . The testing times for a core in the SOC can be represented using a set of rectangles. A set of rectangles for Core ( , where is the number of cores in the SOC) is determined such that the height and width of each rectangle correspond to a TAM width and the corresponding test application time for the core, respectively. The TAM optimization problem can now be formulated in terms of rectangle packing as follows: Select one rectangle from each set , and pack the selected rectangles into a bin of fixed height, such that no two rectangles overlap, and the width to which the bin is filled is minimized.
The area of a bin, with the width representing total testing time and the height representing total TAM width , is given by . Each core yields a set of rectangles of different areas. Let be the area of the minimum-area rectangle for Core . Let the area of a rectangle representing Core being tested at TAM width given by , where is the testing time of Core on TAM width . It follows that
. We next show that the minimum-area rectangle for each core is a rectangle of height 1, i.e., . A lower bound on the testing time of Core on a TAM partition of width can be expressed as where is the number of test bits to be scanned into core , is the number of test bits to be scanned out of core , and is the number of test patterns to be applied to Core . The numerator of the first term on the right-hand side of the above inequality represents the total test data volume to be applied to the core; it is independent of the number of TAM wires used to apply the test data. Hence for any core , and , where is the total test data volume for the core. Comparing the expressions for and for , we see that and . Thus
We also note that the minimum-area rectangles for the cores might not fill the bin of area perfectly owing to the variations in the sizes of the rectangles. As a result, there may be some unfilled space in the bin. Let us denote the total area of the unfilled space in the bin by , where . Now, we know that the total area of the bin cannot be less than the sum of the minimum-area rectangles of all the cores in the SOC and the sum of all the unfilled space in the bin. Thus which implies that (5) Let the lower bound obtained from (5) be denoted by . When compared to the lower bounds derived in [3] based on the notion of a bottleneck core, and as discussed earlier in this section, is more accurate for TAM widths smaller than . However, for larger values of ( ), the bounds derived in [3] are tighter. Hence, the overall lower bound is determined by taking the maximum of and lower bound from [3] . Tables III and IV in Section VII show the lower bounds for various TAM widths.
V. LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS
In this section, we introduce the proposed Lagrange framework for minimizing implicit SOC test cost. Implicit test cost is reflected in the SOC testing time, since testing time directly impacts the ATE time spent per SOC and contributes to test cost in real ($) terms. The SOC testing time is minimized by designing a virtual TAM architecture and optimizing the virtual TAM widths supplied to cores.
Lagrange multipliers can be applied to many constraintdriven optimization problems [19] . Consider the maximization problem Maximize subject to
The problem of maximizing , where is a vector of variables and , , and are constants, can be formulated as the minimization of cost function defined as follows:
Here, is an integer, referred to as the Lagrange multiplier, whose value can be appropriately varied to minimize the cost function subject to the constraints.
We first describe a simple TAM optimization problem and discuss how it can be solved using Lagrange multiplier. We then formulate the general case. Consider an SOC with two TAMs ( ) and two cores ( ). Let denote the number of TAMs and denote the number of cores in the system. Let and be the widths of the two TAMs. We assume here that the core assignment to TAMs is determined a priori. (This constraint is relaxed in Section VI, where a method for integrated core assignment and TAM optimization is presented.) Core 1 is tested on TAM 1 and Core 2 is tested on TAM 2. Let the testing time of Core 1 on TAM 1 be denoted by , and the testing time of Core 2 on TAM 2 be denoted by . Note that and are both monotonically nonincreasing functions, as shown in [13] . We now solve the following optimization problem: determine the values of , such that 1) and 2)
is minimized, where denotes the total virtual TAM width available. We rephrase this problem as the minimization of a Lagrange cost function [19] . Let the Lagrange cost function be defined as (6) where is referred as the Lagrange multiplier.
The theory of Lagrange multipliers shows that for every , there exists a Lagrange multiplier such that the minimization of is equivalent to the minimization of the right-hand expression in (6) [19] . Thus, instead of minimizing , we solve (6) . Our goal is to devise an algorithm that determines the values of and , such that is minimized for a given . Next, we investigate the relationship between and . We consider two corner cases to study the impact of on the value of . Even though these abstract corner cases never arise in practice, they are presented here to highlight the relationship between and .
Case 1) Let us minimize the expression for in (6) while setting to 0. If , then . Hence, the penalty term vanishes. Now, since both and are monotonically nonincreasing, is minimized when both and . Therefore, if is set to 0, is minimized by selecting a large value of . Case 2) Next, let us minimize the expression for while setting to a large value, i.e., . In this case, from (6), . The penalty term thus outweighs the max term in (6) . Hence, to minimize when is large, a small value of must be chosen, i.e., . From the above two cases, we note that if we vary the value of the Lagrange multiplier , an inversely proportional value of in needed to minimize (and equivalently, the SOC testing time cost function). The variation of with is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Next, we formalize the problem for the general case of TAMs and cores. Recall that the core assignment to TAMs is predetermined. Let the constant ( ) denote that core is assigned to TAM , otherwise . Generalizing (6) for cores and TAMs, we formulate the problem as follows. Determine the TAM widths , such that and the cost function is minimized, where
The expression
gives the maximum testing time over all TAM partitions. The penalty term is the product , and varies inversely with . For a given , a corresponding value of is achieved that minimizes the cost function. It is possible to arrive at a desired value of by using a bisection search over all possible values of . In our experiments, we have found that in order to find partitions for TAM widths varying from 8 to 160, the values need to vary from 10 000 to 1, as shown in Fig. 6 . For example, for the SOC benchmark circuit p22810, yields a TAM partition for a TAM width of .
A. Iterative Descent Procedure
Given a value of and the set of values for the variables, we solve (7) using an iterative descent procedure. This procedure optimizes the cost function along each dimension in a round-robin manner. Let be the initial value of the solution vector, e.g., an arbitrary choice of equal TAM widths. In the first iteration, we keep the values of all ( fixed at their initial values, i.e., for . We then optimize the cost function to determine the optimal value of for this constrained problem instance. Let denote the optimal value of . We set . In the second iteration, keeping the values of all ( ) constant, we optimize the cost function to determine the optimal value of . In this manner, locally-optimal values for are determined. The procedure then repeats to find the next value for . The procedure cycles through each value of , ending when the decrement in the cost function goes below a given threshold . Also, it is reasonable to assume that TAM partitions in practice do not exceed a width of 64 [11] ; thus all values of are chosen such that , where . An important property of the above procedure is that the cost at the end of the iteration is always less than or equal to the cost at the end of the iteration, i.e., . We exploit this property to show that the procedure is guaranteed to converge. Note that is bounded from below (a trivial lower bound is ). Also, from the property , is a monotonically nonincreasing function of . Since a monotonically nonincreasing function that is bounded from below is guaranteed to converge, the iterative procedure is also guaranteed to converge.
B. Illustrative Example
We demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method using a simple illustrative example. Let and as before. Let Core 1 be tested on TAM 1 and Core 2 on TAM 2. Furthermore, let and let . Note that both and are monotonically nonincreasing function of and , respectively. Let . We wish to minimize , where
Let the allowed values of and be constrained, such that , . A brute-force solution would require the evaluation of for all 100 possible combinations of and . Such a brute-force search in this example gives , and . Next, we solve the problem using the proposed procedure. We initialize the TAM width vector to . Since , .
In the first iteration, we minimize varying only , while keeping . The constrained cost function can be expressed as (9) Using the bisection search method [5] , we find that the value minimizes the cost function in (9) . Thus, , . After iteration 1, . In Iteration 2, we set to 2, and minimize the cost function, while varying . The new constrained cost function can thus be written as (10) Here, bisection search [5] yields , and the minimal value of the cost function equals 4.3534. Next, in Iteration 3, we fix to 1 and vary . The solution obtained at the end of Iteration 3, remains unchanged. Thus, we have achieved the optimal values of and . These are given by , . Recall that this solution is the same as the one we obtained earlier using brute-force search. However, we are able to find the optimal solution in only three iterations using the iterative descent procedure, as compared to 100 iterations using the brute-force search. Moreover, from the theory of Lagrange multipliers, the complexity of the proposed approach is linear in , whereas that of the brute-force method is exponential in .
VI. TAM OPTIMIZATION AND CORE ASSIGNMENT
In the previous section, we used Lagrange optimization to determine an optimal partition of TAM widths among cores when the core assignment to TAMs is known. In this section, we solve the more general problem of optimizing core assignments as well as TAM widths in conjunction. This problem is equivalent to the general TAM optimization problem formulated in [11] . Here, we first repeat the problem formulation from [11] , and then present a method based on the Lagrange optimization procedure of Section V to solve . Problem : given an SOC having cores and a total TAM width , determine the number of TAMs, a partition of among the TAMs, an assignment of cores to TAMs, and a wrapper design for each core, such that the total testing time is minimized.
Problem was shown to be -hard in [11] . We use the method of alternating projections [19] to iterate between the Lagrange optimization procedure and a heuristic algorithm for core assignment [12] , where the cost function is the SOC testing time. First, the Lagrange optimization procedure is used to obtain a TAM width partition that minimizes the testing time for the SOC (based on an initial arbitrary core assignment). This width partition is then provided as input to the core assignment algorithm [12] , and cores are re-assigned to TAMs. After this step, the new assignment is fed as input to the Lagrange optimization procedure and the process is repeated. The Lagrange optimization procedure and the core assignment algorithm are run alternately until the SOC testing time converges, i.e., the decrease in the cost function is less than a predefined threshold. Fig. 7 illustrates the alternating procedure for core assignment and Lagrange width partition optimization. The wrapper design algorithm from [11] is used to optimize core wrappers for the SOC. From the wrapper design procedure, we obtain the testing time of each core for TAM width ( ), where is the upper limit on TAM width supplied to the wrapper design algorithm. The core testing times are then input to the core assignment algorithm [12] and cores are assigned to TAMs based on an initial ad hoc TAM width partition in which the width of each TAM is set to . After the core assignment is performed, the Lagrange optimization procedure determines the new expression for the cost function ; a TAM partition that minimizes this cost function is obtained. The new TAM width partition is input to the core assignment algorithm and the process repeats until the testing time converges. Convergence is achieved when the decrement in the testing time is less than a threshold value . In our experiments, we set to three clock cycles.
Recall from (6) that the cost function for the Lagrange optimization problem is . Now, the cost function (SOC testing time) for the core assignment algorithm of [12] used in the proposed method is given as:
. It is, therefore, interesting to note that the cost function expressions for core assignment and TAM optimization are the same, since the values of and remain constant during an execution of the procedure illustrated in Fig. 7 . Hence, the testing time converges at a quicker rate than if the Lagrange procedure were run with no alternating core reassignment step. The procedure in Fig. 7 is once again an iterative descent procedure; each Lagrange and each core assignment iteration guarantees a decrease in the testing time. The proof of convergence for this procedure is, therefore, similar to that given in Section V for the Lagrange procedure.
In the absence of an analytical expression for the number of iterations required to arrive at a solution, we demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed procedure empirically. In Table II , we list the total number of unique TAM partitions for a total TAM width of and for TAMs. The value of is calculated using the expression [12] . Note that this expression is accurate only for larger values of ; hence, we present results only for . We compare the efficiency of the Lagrange optimization algorithm with that of the Partition_evaluate algorithm proposed to solve Problem in [12] . The efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the number of TAM partitions evaluated by the Lagrange optimization procedure to the total number of unique partitions, i.e.,
. It can be seen that the number of partitions evaluated by the Lagrange procedure is less than the number of partitions evaluated by Partition_evaluate. The value of is constant over , but increases super-linearly with . Since both Partition_evaluate and the Lagrange procedure use the same algorithm for core assignment [12] , the overall improvement in TAM optimization using the Lagrange procedure is based solely on the new TAM partitioning algorithm. Hence, the performance of the Lagrange procedure does not deteriorate with increasing , which is not the case for Partition_evaluate [12] . This is especially critical when virtual TAMs are designed, since the total virtual TAM width for a high-performance ATE can be very high. For large TAM widths, the computation time in [12] is in the order of minutes, whereas the proposed approach requires computation time in the order of a few seconds.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results on core assignment and TAM optimization using virtual TAMs. We demonstrate that the SOC testing time and therefore implicit test cost can be significantly reduced using virtual TAMs. We present results for three large benchmark SOCs from the ITC'02 SOC Test Benchmarks suite [22] .
In Table III , we present results on the testing times obtained for different values of TAM width using virtual TAMs. The testing time is measured in terms of the number of scan clock cycles. The total number of high-frequency and low-frequency ATE pins used for test is denoted by . Therefore the real TAM width at the SOC boundary is . Of the pins, there are high-frequency pins and ( ) low-frequency pins. For p22810, we obtain a decrease of as much as 55.3% in testing time. In SOC p34392, one of the cores (Core 18) is a bottleneck core, as a result of which the testing time reaches the lower bound value of 544 579 clock cycles for all TAM widths larger than 32. This property of Core 18 for TAM widths larger than 32 in SOC p34392 was presented in [13] . Using virtual TAMs, it is possible to achieve the lower bound of 544 579 cycles with . The testing time results for p93791 show an improvement of as much as 58.6% over the testing times obtained without using virtual TAMs, even if only eight pins out of 16 are running at the higher frequency. This represents a significant reduction in implicit test cost. The lower testing times and ATE pin-count requirements on the part of each SOC facilitate greater utilization of the ATE, and provide larger returns on the ATE investment.
In Table IV , we compare our results with four recent TAM optimization approaches [6] , [11] - [13] . Note that the testing times presented for the proposed Lagrange optimization approach in the last column of Table IV do not assume virtual TAMs. This is to ensure a fair comparison with the approaches in [6] , [11] - [13] . In Column 3 of Table IV , we also list the lower bound values on testing time for the benchmark SOCs calculated in [6] .
The high-frequency pins are assumed to be capable of operating at a frequency of four times that of the ( ) low-frequency pins, which operate at the lower scan clock frequency. Therefore, from (3), the number of virtual TAM pins available to cores is given by . The value of is varied from 16 to 64 for each benchmark SOC. For each SOC, we perform two sets of experiments, setting (i)
, and (ii) . Testing time results are obtained for both these cases. By ,we denote the testing time obtained by using Lagrange optimization, if no virtual TAMs are used. This follows the TAM design methods proposed in [6] and [11] - [13] , where the entire TAM width of was assumed to operate at the lower scan clock frequency, and only TAM wires are partitioned among the cores. By , we denote the testing time obtained using Lagrange optimization and virtual TAMs. The lower bounds on testing time for the virtual TAMs, as discussed in Section IV, are also presented. The percentage decrease in the SOC testing time using virtual TAMs is presented for each value of for the three benchmark SOCs. The value of is calculated as . The results obtained for the proposed approach relate most closely to those of the Partition_evaluate algorithm [12] , since the two methods use the same heuristic for core assignment. The CPU times taken by the method in [12] is in the range of a few hundred seconds at most, while the proposed Lagrange procedure is usually half of this. This is because, as shown in Section V, the Lagrange procedure is more efficient than the partitioning approach used in Partition_evaluate, therefore the CPU time taken by the Lagrange procedure is less than that required by Partition_evaluate. The rectangle packing [13] and TR-Architect [6] algorithms appear to be the most efficient in terms of execution time taking at most 10 s to complete. The ILP/enumeration algorithm [11] takes prohibitively-large execution times (in the range of several minutes to hours, depending on the SOC complexity). As explained in Section VI, the TAM optimization procedure using Lagrange multipliers requires an initial TAM width partition and an initial assignment of cores to the TAM partitions. This feature of the optimization procedure can potentially be used to improve the solution obtained using other techniques, e.g., the heuristic approach of [12] and TR-Architect [6] . The best solution, i.e., with the smallest SOC testing time, obtained using [6] , [12] can be used as the starting point for the optimization based on Lagrange multipliers. While the proposed approach is not gauranteed to improve upon the solution in all cases, we found several problem instances in which a small reduction in testing time was achieved over both [12] and [6] . For example, for and in SOC p93791, a testing time improvement of 0.3% and 4%, respectively, was achieved over the TR-Architect solution and for and in SOC p22810, a testing time improvement of 5.5% and 13.2% was achieved, respectively, over the Partition_evaluate solution.
VIII. EFFECT OF VIRTUAL TAMS ON TEST POWER CONSUMPTION
Dealing effectively with power consumption in SOCs is highly critical. Excessive power dissipation in an SOC can cause overheating, which can lead to irreversible damage to the chip. Therefore, along with efficient TAM design to minimize the testing time of the SOC, it is also important to investigate the effect of the TAM design on power consumption during scan testing.
The use of virtual TAMs leads to a reduction in the testing time of the SOC due to an increase in the chip-internal TAM width, which allows the cores to be tested on wider TAM partitions. In addition, virtual TAMs can potentially allow a larger number of TAM partitions, thereby providing higher parallelism in core testing. Both peak and average power increase with a larger number of TAM partitions due to greater test parallelism.
In this section, we study the impact of virtual TAMs on test power dissipation for one of the ITC'02 benchmark circuits. We limit ourselves to a single benchmark circuit for the following reasons. Detailed information about the power consumption is only available for two benchmarks, namely d695 and d281. The d281 benchmark is a small SOC with six cores and its testing time does not decrease beyond a TAM width of 30, thus, the circuit does not show much variation in the power consumption with the use of virtual TAMs. Therefore, we only present results for d695.
In [9] , the peak power consumption for the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits is estimated based on the maximum switching activity. Since the ISCAS-85 circuits form the cores in SOC d695, we use the power data reported in [9] for estimating the test power for d695. These power estimates have also been used in [8] to evaluate power-constrained TAM optimization. Although the power estimates in [9] are for functional patterns, we use these values for scan test power as in [8] due to lack of any additional power data for these circuits. In [2] , a Monte Carlo approach is used to estimate the average power consumption for the ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits; we use these power estimates to study the average power consumption in d695 when virtual TAMs are used.
The instantaneous power consumption of an SOC is given by the sum of the instantaneous power consumption values of the cores being tested in test cycle . This can be expressed as:
, where is the number of cores and is the power consumption of Core in test cycle . The peak-power value for Core is calculated as the maximum of the instantaneous power consumption values for Core over all test cycles; this is given as: . Now, let be a binary variable that takes the value 1 if Core is being tested in test cycle , , where is the total number of test cycles taken for the SOC; else . The instantaneous power consumption for the SOC can be expressed as . Note that this is an over-estimate, since the instantaneous power value for Core is replaced by upper bound ; the power consumption for the SOC is likely to be lower in practice. The peak power of the SOC can now be expressed as [2] , [9] If it takes clock cycles to test core and it takes clock cycles to test the SOC, the average power consumption of the SOC is calculated as
To study the relationship between testing time reduction and SOC test power consumption due to virtual TAMs, we tabulate the peak and average power consumption, and the testing time for d695 for different values of TAM width. In the absence of any previous work that characterizes test power of a core as a function of TAM width, we assume that the test power for a core does change appreciably with TAM width. With wider TAMs, the wrapper scan chains in a core are shorter, and there is less transition activity in them. Since a 0/1 or 1/0 transition traverses a shorter distance in the wrapper scan chains, it is expected a core consumes less power during scan shifting in this case. This depends, however, on the nature of the test patterns. The potential power reduction due to wider TAMs is also offset by the fact that more cores can be tested in parallel with more TAM partitions that may arise due to a wider top-level TAM, which in turn can lead to an increase in test power.
We compare the proposed Lagrange framework with [6] , [12] and [13] . As is the case in this paper, test power was not explicitly considered, either in the objective function or as a constraint in [6] , [12] , [13] . Nevertheless, it is important to evaluate the impact of TAM optimization on test power. The peak power is measured as peak switching frequency (PSF) per node [8] , [9] and the average power is measured in mW [2] . Table V shows the peak power and average power data for every core in d695.
We present results for various ATE TAM widths in Tables VI and VII. Of the pins, there are high-frequency pins and ( ) low-frequency pins. As in Section VII, the high-frequency pins are assumed to be capable of operating at a frequency four times that of the ( ) low-frequency pins, which operate at the lower scan clock frequency. Therefore, from (3), the number of virtual TAM pins available to cores is given by . The value of is varied from 16 to 64 and 25% of the ATE pins are assumed to be operating at the high frequency, i.e., . In Table VI , we compare the proposed method with some recent TAM optimization approaches [6] , [12] , [13] . The testing  TABLE VI  RESULTS ON TESTING TIME AND PEAK AND AVERAGE POWER CONSUMPTION FOR TAM OPTIMIZATION USING VIRTUAL TAMS times obtained with TR-Architect for in Table VI have not been published in the literature; these results were made available to us by Erik Jan Marinissen and Sandeep Kumar Goel of Philips Research Laboratories. In Columns 2-4, we present the testing time results along with the peak and average power consumption using pins with no virtual TAMs. We then present the same set of results with the use of virtual TAMs for all the four approaches in Columns 6-9. The percentage decrease in the SOC testing time using virtual TAMs is presented for each value of . The value of is calculated as , where represents the testing time obtained without the use of virtual TAMs and represents the testing time with the use of virtual TAMs. Similarly, the change in peak power and average power consumption of the SOC is calculated as and , respectively, where and represent the peak and average power consumed with the use of virtual TAMs, and and represent the peak and average power consumption in the absence of virtual TAMs. We also present the number of TAM partitions used to obtain the results. With an increase in the number of TAM partitions, more cores are tested in parallel, hence, the number of TAM partitions indicates the degree of parallelism in core testing. The percentage increase in the peak and average power are reported in Columns 12 and 13 of Table VI. As expected, the use of virtual TAMs is usually accompanied with an increase in the peak and average power for scan testing. The increase in test power appears to vary directly with the increase in the number of TAM partitions. An increase in the number of TAM partitions implies an increase in the test parallelism. For example, in the proposed approach, the increase in average power is highest for the case ( ) for which the increase in the number of partitions is highest. However, it is clear that the test schedule also plays a role in the increase in power, since different approaches with the same number of partitions yield different results .  TABLE VII  RESULTS ON TESTING TIME AND POWER CONSUMPTION FOR A FIXED NUMBER OF TAM PARTITIONS OPTIMIZED USING LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS Nevertheless, in some cases the use of virtual TAMs leads to reduced test power, especially if the number of TAM partitions is either equal to or less than the number of TAM partitions when virtual TAMs are not used. In these cases, reduced testing time is also accompanied by reduced test power. However, it can be seen from Table VI that a reduction in average power is not always accompanied by a reduction in peak power, and vice versa. From the results reported in Table VI , the approach [13] appears to be the most efficient from the average and peak power considerations.
Next, we examine the impact of virtual TAMs on test power when the number of TAM partitions is the same as for the case when virtual TAMs are not used. Table VII presents the testing time and the test power for four different values of for both cases. For each value of , we vary the number of TAM partitions from two to six. With an increase in the number of TAM partitions, the test time decreases, but the average and peak power increase in some cases. However, the percentage reduction in test time in these cases is much greater than the percentage increase in power consumption. We find that if we limit the number of TAM partitions due to power constraints, we can not only reduce test time using virtual TAMs, but we can also reduce peak and average power during scan testing in most cases. For example, if the number of TAM partitions is limited to four for an ATE TAM width of 16 bits, the reduction in test time is 41%, and it is accompanied by a reduction of 12% and 8% in peak and average power, respectively.
Out of the five TAM optimization approaches discussed in this paper, ILP/enumerate, Partition_evaluate, and the proposed approach allow the system integrator to specify the number of TAM partitions a priori. However, the rectangle packing approach in [13] uses a fork-and-merge TAM design that does not easily lend itself to a predetermined limit on the amount of test parallelism. In the published procedure for TR-Architect [6] , the number of TAM partitions is determined by the underlying optimization procedures; therefore, it is also not as amenable to power-constrained TAM optimization.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new technique to reduce testing time and test cost for core-based SOCs by increasing test resource utilization. The proposed approach, which is based on the concept of virtual TAMs, allows high-speed ATE channels to drive slower scan chains at their maximum rated frequencies. We have shown that even though virtual TAMs operate at scan-chain speeds, they can be interfaced to high-speed ATE channels using bandwidth matching. In this way, the number of on-chip TAM wires is not limited by the number of available pins on the SOC; this allows better utilization of high-speed ATE channels and reduces testing time. We have investigated the effect of virtual TAMs on SOC test power. We have also presented a new TAM optimization framework based on Lagrange multipliers. Experimental results for three industrial SOCs from the ITC'02 SOC test benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. As part of future work, we are investigating power-constrained virtual TAM optimization. We are studying the problem of determining optimum frequencies for the tester channels and for the embedded cores, such that the cores can be matched to tester channels under the constraints of ATE capabilities and test power.
